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About This Game
Quench is a story-driven puzzle game set in a colourful, lo-fi world. Become Shepherd, an avatar of nature, and guide herds of
animals on their difficult journey. Help Shaman, the young Elephant leader, convince the other animal tribes to join her. Protect
the herds as they are beset by flood, fire, drought, and the dark smokebeasts that have spread across the land.

Gameplay
Godlike nature powers.
Players take control of the environment around the animals: they can grow grass and trees, start forest fires, shift sand dunes, or
create new rivers and lakes —
the world is theirs!
Thoughtful environmental puzzles.
There are many ways to tackle encounters with dangerous creatures and environments, but players who guide their animals to
safety with care and kindness are always rewarded.
Story-based levels.
Every level tasks players to use their power wisely to overcome unique challenges presented by changing environments, new
animals and perilous smokebeasts encountered on the journey.
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Features
Embrace your power!
Players begin by shepherding a single herd of elephants with gentle environmental challenges, and ramp up to managing
multiple animal herds and navigating treacherous areas packed with smokebeasts.
Colourful, lo-fi world!
The use of triangular mosaics, vibrant colours taken from nature, and a papercraft-inspired world gives Quench its distinctly
geometric aesthetic.
Heartfelt story!
Through gorgeous illustrated cinematics and in-game dialogue, players explore how kindness, compassion, and forgiveness are
powers unto themselves in this fable about overcoming differences to restore the world – a perfect story for parents and kids to
share! 7ad7b8b382
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